The 80s - the decade after the 70s (And I remember large chunks of it!)
TTGTl1 v.4.11 : None More Black
Written by Matt Larson of the University of Iowa
Subject: The decade ofthe 1980s
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TOSS-UPS

1.

At the time, you didn't even get a name - a sad fate for a man who faced bouncing trampolines and deadly mud pies,
amongst other obstacles. Pauline, the love of your life, has been kidnapped, and, being the little man you are, there is only
one way to go - save her at all costs. The title character, however, has put her 25 meters in the air, and set up a cruel set of
girders for you to navigate. FTP, identify this Nintendo game which hit the U.S. in 1981, the frrst to feature the now famous
monkey-throwing-barrels-at-the-small-Italian-man motif.
Answer: Donkey Kong
(Editor's note - The game did not call the main character Mario. You were simply Jumpman. How sad!)
It began on January 29, 1981 and ended on May 5 of that same year, with an election to Parliament coming on April 9.
Margaret Thatcher, in response, said, "He chose to take his own life. It was a choice that his organization did not allow to
any of their victims." Undertaken by an IRA commando to win P.O.W. status for jailed IRA members, this was, FTP, whose
hunger strike which brought worldwide attention to The Troubles in Northern Ireland?
Answer: Bobby Sands (Prompt on an early buzz of hunger strike)

2.

3.

Born in 1968 in Roseville, California, she was singing with her father, a jazz musician, by the age of three. By the age of six,
she released her frrst album, I Wanna Be Loved By You, but she soon branched off into acting. Her frrst big TV role was as a
member of The Mickey Mouse Club followed by a season on The Facts ofLife before her frrst fIlm role in The Tempest.
After a few small roles, John Hughes cast her in a series of fIlms, and her Brat Pack membership was confrrmed. FTP,
identify this red-headed star of Sixteen Candles, The Breakfast Club and Pretty in Pink.
Answer: Molly Ringwald

It was born in 1979, but got its big boost in 1981 when President Reagan announced the U.S. would begin producing neutron
bombs. 250 local organizations in West Germany banded together to protest, and began winning local elections. In 1983,
they entered the Bundestag, beating drums and carrying plants, but began to recede after 1987 and by 1990 held no seats.
FTP, identify this leftist political party, still active across Europe and in the mind of Ralph Nader.
Answer: Die Gruenen or the Green Party
4.

c

5.

Developed by Scott Stillinger and Matt Button, the owners of Oddz On Products, the toy had great appeal with adult fans .
Estimates that 40% were purchased for adults, especially as stress relievers, helped the company ship 4 million of these items
after they became the hottest toy of the 1988 Christmas season. Essentially a rubber ball frlled with a jelly-like plasma with
an outside that consisted of hundreds of rubber spikes, FTP, what toy ball had the look of a soft and flexible porcupine?
Answer: Koosh Ball
Clay is a New Hampshire college student who returns home to Los Angeles for Christmas vacation, where he re-enters a
landscape of limitless privilege and absolute moral entropy. Everyone drives Porches, everyone dines at Spago, and
everyone snorts as much cocaine as they can lay their hands on. He tries to renew relationships with his old girlfriend, Blair,
and his best friend from high school, Julian, now a heroin hustler. Nihilism and aimlessness permeate the atmosphere of,
FTP, what novel, the debut work of Bret Easton Ellis?
Answer: Less than Zero
6.

7.

After years of piano lessons, he found himself unable to read music, but that didn't stop him from a career in music. He
joined a band with his brother, called Broken Promises, but they soon went their separate ways, and he found himselfliving
as a coat check in LA. He talked a DJ friend into playing his new single one night at the club, and when record exec Mark
Kerris heard "Turning Me On," he knew he had to sign this up and comer. However, he saddled his wagon to the New Kids
on the Block express, and when they fell, so did, FTP, what 80s heartthrob, whose biggest hit was the single "I'll Be Your
Everything"?
Answer: Tommy Page
8.

u

William and Elizabeth Stem, desiring a child but fearing pregnancy would aggravate her multiple sclerosis, hired Mary Beth
Whitehead as a surrogate mother to .b ear their child. Despite a $10,000 fee, when the child was born in 1986, Whitehead
refused to give up custody. Lengthy court action followed, and in the end the Stems gained custody, Whitehead got
visitation rights, and surrogacy contracts were declared illegal in, FTP, what case, known by the name given to the child in
court documents?
Answer: Baby M

In Brasil, they were called Gang Do Lixo. The French knew them as Les Crados, the Italians called them Sgorbions, and
Israelis called them Havurat Ha'zevel. They were known as Basuritas in Argentina and Chile, but as La Pandilla Basura in
Spain. Germany called them Die Total Kaputten Kids, while we knew them by such lovable names as Nasty Nick, Ray
Decay, Up Chuck, Fryin' Brian, and Dead Ted. FTP, identify these Art Spiegelman creations, marketed by Topps to parody
a Xavier Roberts product.
Answer: Garbage Pail Kids

9.

10. It was later revealed that he had served - unwittingly, he claimed - as a frontman for Oliver North's arms-for-hostages deal
with Iran. It was also learned that he was not responsible for the release of three Western hostages by 1987 before he himself
disappeared. FTP, identify this bearded envoy of the Church of England, who spent four years as a hostage ofHizbollah
before his release in 1991.
Answer: Terry Waite
11 . It drove the black market price of the old product to $30 a case. Some people ordered the old product via FedEx from
Montreal, and one Hollywood producer built a wine cellar to hold his 100 cases of the old stuff. It made its debut on April
23, 1985 amidst much fanfare, but by June customers were reacting with quotes such as, "[It's] like spitting on the flag" and
"At first I was numb. Then I was shocked. Then I started to yell and scream and run up and down." FTP, identify this
biggest corporate blunder in the history of the soft drink industry, quickly brushed aside with the "re"introduction of Coke
Classic.
Answer: New Coke (DO NOT ACCEPT ANYTHING OTHER THAN NEW COKE)
12. "I believe we are on an irreversible trend toward more freedom and democracy. But that could change." "Hawaii has always
been a very pivotal role in the Pacific. It is in the Pacific. It is a part of the United States that is an island that is right here."
"Mars is essentially in the same orbit. Mars is somewhat the same distance from the sun, which is very important. We have
seen pictures where there are canals, we believe, and water. If there is water, that means there is oxygen. If oxygen, that
means we can breathe." These quotes are, FTP, all from what wacky 80s vice president, whose most humorous quote may
have been, "No, it's p-o-t-a-t-o-e."
Answer: J. Danforth "Dan" ~

c

13. In March 1989, two electro chemists held a press conference at the University of Utah that raised a scientific furor. B. Stanley
Pons and Martin Fleischmann announced that they had achieved this - a phenomenon which violated known physical laws.
"It ranks right up there with fire," said a Utah official of this discovery, which promised to supply cheap, clean, and virtually
unlimited energy to the world. However, by 1990, the experiment could not be replicated, and the search continues, FTP, for
what process whereby nuclear energy may be created at room temperature?
Answer: Cold Fusion
14. In December, 2002, this company was charged with accounting fraud after posting its worst quarter since it began operations
in the late 1970s. Its [mal outlet store, in Twin Falls, Idaho, is slated to close this year and yet they are seeing a resurgence
amongst the vintage clothes wearing hipster crowd. Normally sold in a solid color with a zippered front, a tag above the
single breast pocket identified the brand of the jacket. FTP, identify these indispensable items of 80s fall and spring fashion,
which by its very name catered to the social elite.
Answer: Members Only
15. In late 1988, an anonymous caller phoned the U.S. embassy in Helsinki to warn them of a plot to bomb a flight from
Frankfurt to New York. The Finnish government dismissed the informant as a known crook, but the airline's failure to
disclose the threat to its passengers led to $500 million in lawsuits and the folding of the airline in 1991. FTP, identify this
airliner blown up over Lockerbie, Scotland on December 21, 1988.
Answer: Pan American Flight 103
16. She was a happy looking doll, with a soft, squishy body but more solid legs, arms and head. She had shiny blonde hair, big
blue eyes and a lovely pink dress bearing a print of her favorite fruits--cherries. She came with a "real" milk bottle and a jar
of" cherries". The milk bottle was filled by holding the milk preparation can against the top of the bottle, while the cherries
were only extractable from the jar with the magic spoon! FTP, identify this doll which was so technologically advanced, it
drank milk and ate cherries before your very eyes.
Answer: Baby All Gone
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17. It is split into two parts - Future World and the World Showcase. Future World offers up such attractions as Mission:
SPACE, where you get to experience the reality of space travel, and other pavilions such as the Test Track, Innoventions, and
The Living Seas. World Showcase, set around a large lagoon, features pavilions from Mexico, Norway, China, Morocco,
and an all encompassing "IllumiNations: Reflections of Earth." FTP, identify this theme park, opened in 1982, which added
the large geodesic dome to the already well-known castle found at its neighbor, Disney World.
Answer: EPCOT Center or Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow
18. Launched by the design house of Coty in 1988, it is classified as a sharp, oriental, floral fragrance. This feminine scent
possesses a blend of peach, apricot, amber and sandalwood. The "Femme" variety hit shelves in 1988 as well, while the
"Blush" and "Noir" varieties didn't hit shelves until the late 1990s. FTP, identify this perfume, whose distinctively shaped
bottles reflect its punctuation-like name.
Answer: Exclamation
19. His first role came in 1980 in the movie Up the Academy, where he played Chooch. This came at roughly the same time as
his season on Eight is Enough, where he played Jeremy Andretti. Roles in the TV movies Dangerous Company and High
Powder came in 1982 before his return to the big screen, where he played a kid after the genesis of the blues in Crossroads
and Johnny Cade in The Outsiders. FTP, identify this 80s heartthrob, best known for playing Daniel LaRusso in three Karate
Kid movies.
Answer: Ralph Macchio
20. Born to a peasant family in Siberia, he joined the Party in 1931 during his army service. From 1933-1941 he headed the
Department of Propaganda in Novosyolovo. He became a Brezhnev favorite, and was elected a candidate member of the
Central Committee at the 23,d Party Congress. In 1971 he was made a full member of the committee, and in 1976 he was
elected secretary - a post he would hold until 1984. FTP, identify this Soviet leader, who took over after the death ofYuri
Andropov before he himself died less than a year later.
Answer: Konstantin Chernenko
----------------------------------------- END OF ROUND ---------------------------------------------------------------------
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21. It was resurrected in 1983 after a 46 year hiatus. From 1914 until folding in 1936, it was a Jazz Age compendium of wit and
style, with circulation never topping 100,000. Revived by Conde Nast, editor Tina Brown turned it into a handbook of 1980s
pop culture. FTP, identify this monthly magazine featuring articles by Christopher Hitchens and Domenick Dunne, most
famous for a cover with an almost nude, definitely pregnant Demi Moore.
Answer: Vanity Fair

Boni
1.

()

Identify the relatives of a truly great American, Jefferson Davis Hogg, FTPE.

A)
Roscoe P. Coltrane's sister, she is Boss Hogg ' s large and angry wife.
Answer: Lulu Hogg-Coltrane
B)

Boss Hogg's cousin, his time to shine came when Enos moved to L.A., allowing him to become the new Hazzard County
deputy.
Answer: Cletus Hogg

Who knew Boss had a twin brother? In fact, he was as good as Boss was evil, and wore black to set him apart from his
white-clad Hazzard livin' cousin.
Answer: Abraham Lincoln Hogg
C)

2.

Answer the following about the 80s favorite labor movement, Solidarity, 5-10-15.

A)

5: This gruff unemployed electrician became leader of Solidarity after forcing the Polish government to sign the Gdensk
accords in 1980.
Answer: Lech Walesa
15: After replacing Edward Gierek as Polish premier, he led a 1981 crackdown that crushed Walesa's Solidarity and
instituted martial law.
Answer: General Wojciech Jaruzelski

B)

10: Martial law was not lifted until what year, the same year Wales a won the Nobel Peace Prize?
C)
Answer: 1983
3.

c

G.!. Joe - a Real American Hero™, and for you, a real visual bonus. You're about to be handed a piece of paper imprinted
with the photos of six vehicles used by either COBRA or the Joes. Your job is to name them, five points each. You'll have
10 seconds.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

4.

Wolverine
Cobra Rattler
U.S.S ...Thgg
Tomahawk
Sky Hawk
Cobra Water Moccasin (Accept Cobra Tiger Shark)

Named after a Japanese folk hero with an insatiable appetite, Bally bought the U.S . rights to this video game in 1980, and
Buckner & Garcia soon had one of the great novelty hits of the decade. Answer the following about Pac-Man, 10 each.

A)

This offspring of Pac-Man and Ms . Pac-Man got his own game in 1983, a hybrid pinballJvideo game. However, it lacked
the charm of his parents' games.
Answer: Baby Pac-Man (No, it is not Pac-Man Jr. That's a different game.)

B)

President Reagan remarked that an aide told him the original game featured a character who ran around gobbling up
money, leading him to believe that the game was based on what Speaker of the House?
Answer: Thomas "Tip" O'Neill
C)

Pac-Man, of course, had four archenemies - ghosts colored red, pink, blue, and orange. Give either their character names
or nicknames, 5 for two and 10 for all four.
Red - Shadow or
Answer:
Pink - Speedy or Pinky
Blue - Bashful or illkv
Orange - Pokey or Clyde
(Note - they don't have to match them up with the colors. Those are included for curiosity's sake.)
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5.

Given the important work of 80s fiction, identify the person who penned said work, 5 each with a bonus 5 for getting them
all.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

6.

Sarah, Plain and Tall
Dicey 's Song
The Sweet Valley High series
Dear Mr. Henshaw
The Baby-sitters Club series

Patricia MacLachlan
Cynthia Voight
Francine Pascal
Beverly Cleary
Ann M. Martin

The 80s gave us the diet pill Ayds. Then, of course, it was hastily yanked off the shelves when AIDS became the plague of
the decade. FTSNOP, answer the following.

A)

10: Contracting AIDS after a blood transfusion, this Kokomo, Indiana teenager became a worldwide news story when he
and his family were forced to move to another town because of the ignorance of his friends and neighbors.
Answer: Ryan White

5: Started in 1987 and now made up of over 44,000 panels, this is the traveling memorial to victims of AIDS.
B)
Answer: NAMES Project AIDS Ouilt
15: Known as "Patient Zero," this French-Canadian flight attendant was the only common link between the first reported
cases of the disease, and it is generally assumed he was the first carrier.
Answer: Gaetan Dugas
C)

7.

The 70s gave us Sealab 2020 and the Super Globetrotters. The 80s? The 80s gave us these cartoons. You're about to be
handed a sheet with screenshots from 6 cartoons popular during the 80s. Identify them, 5 each. You' ll have 10 seconds.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

c
8.

Danger Mouse
Gurnmi Bears
MU12l2et Babies
DuckTales
Pole. Position
GoBots

Sports had some great times in the 1980s. Identify these people associated with dramatic moments, 10 each.
A)

He limped off of the bench and hit a home run off of Dennis Eckersley in the bottom of the ninth inning of Game
One of the 1988 World Series to win the game for the Dodgers. It was the first come-from-behind game winning
home run in the history ofthe Fall Classic.
Answer: Kirk Gibson

B)

He had just led his Stanford Cardinal teammates down the field for what appeared to be a game winning field goal.
Then came a multi-lateral, 57 yard kickoff return which allowed Cal to win the game. This QB refused to believe the
result, and Stanford still lists the game as a 20-19 Cardinal victory rather than a 25-20 loss.
Answer: John Elway
The Russians seemed invincible. The Americans seemed, well, vincible. However, coach Herb Brooks believed
they could win, and on February 22, 1980, this man captained the U.S.A. to the 4-2 "Miracle on Ice" victory which
paved the way for the Red White and Blue to win the gold.
Answer: Mike Eruzione
C)

9.
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Answer these thoroughly unrelated questions from the 80s, ten each.

Kristin
A)
From a 1980 episode of Dallas, Who shot J.R.?
Nothing
B)
From a 1980 ad, what came between Brooke Shields and her Calvin Kleins?
C)
Implied from a 1985 ad, where's the beef?
Wendy's or Prego
(Editor's note - Clara Peller was canned by Wendy's for doing a Prego ad in which she said, "I [mally found it." So the beef
could be in either. Mmm. Beef.)

10. Spanish speakers + Guns / The 1980s = Coups! Ten each.
On July 17, 1980, this country's first female president, Lidia Gueiler Tejada, was overthrown in what came to be known
as the Cocaine Coup.
Answer: Bolivia
A)

. B)

On February 23, 1981, armed men led by Antopio Tejero Molina attempted to overthrow this nation's new democracy,
but were stopped by the courage of outgoing premier Adolfo Suarez and this nation's monarch.
Answer: Spain
He was overthrown by General Andres Rodriguez in 1989, ending the Western Hemisphere's longest-running dictatorship
at 35 years.
Answer: General Alfredo Stroessner
C)

11. Yet another visual bonus! Identify the hair band from their snappy photo, 5 each. You'll have 10 seconds.
A)
B)
C)

D)
E)
F)

Iron Maiden
Quiet Riot
Ratt
Twisted Sister
Whitesnake
Winger

12. If the 80s brought us nothing else, it brought us the advent of home video gaming. Watching your small white block try and
elude the evil black block in order to touch the flashing green dot and win the game was downright riveting! Identify the
following gaming systems, 5-10-15.
5: The true behemoth of the early 1980s, it gave us Adventure, the first game to hide easter eggs, as well as a slew of
Activision games such as River Raid, Keystone Kapers, and Pitfall.
Answer: Atari 2600 (Prompt on Atari)

A)

c

10: The first system to directly compete with the Atari 2600, it was Mattel's entry into the market and promised a
computer keyboard and educational software. It was the first system to officially license sports games, including NFL
Football and even NASL Soccer.
Answer: Intellivision

B)

15: Hitting the market in 1982, its main coup was gaining the rights to Donkey Kong - a game which came packed with
the system. However, despite other great titles such as LadyBug and Venture, the system could not survive the video
game wars.
Answer: Cole co Vision (Prompt on Coleco)
C)

13. We Are The World? Feh. We were a motley collection ofrock stars. FTSNOP, answer the following.
A)
10: This was the Brit equivalent of U.S.A. For Africa, releasing the single "Do They Know It's Christmas?" in 1984.
Answer: Band Aid
15: This frontman of the Boomtown Rats was responsible for organizing Band Aid.
B)
Answer: Bob Geldof
5: U.S.A. For Africa and Band Aid teamed up for this two continent fund raising concert in 1985, drawing 170,000 fans
in Philadelphia and London and raising $50 million.
Answer: Live Aid
C)

~
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14. Sports had its share of bad times in the 1980s. Answer the following, 10 each.

n

His coach, Charlie Francis, said, "If we could have reached 9.79 [Nine seventy-nine] without drugs, we would of course
have done so," after his 1988 Olympic gold medal for the 100 meter dash was stripped due to a positive steroid test.
Answer: Ben Johnson
A)

B)
He died just eight days after making the decision to ban Pete Rose from baseball for life.
Answer: A. Bartlett Giamatti
C)

He died of a cocaine overdose on June 19, 1986, at a party celebrating his selection in the flrst round by the Boston
Celtics.
Answer: Len Bias
15. Greed is good. Or was good. Not so much at the end for these assclowns.
A)
5: The so called "Junk Bond King," he ended the 80s with a ten-year prison sentence and $60 million in fmes.
Answer: Michael Milken
10: Milken headed the Beverly Hills based junk bond department of this investment fInn, which paid $650 million in
fmes before going bankrupt in 1990.
Answer: Drexel Burnham Lambert

B)

C)

15: The government cracked the case against Milken and DBL in 1988 when this frequent partner of Milken was caught
in a huge Wall Street insider trading scandal and began spilling everything.
Answer: Ivan Boesley
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16. I, of course, was never interested in these things, because I was a boy and all, but, I, uhh, had "stepsisters" who played with
them, and, uhh, try as I might to avoid them, I couldn't HELP but notice they were there. For the stated number of points,
answer the following.
A)

5: These things, the #1 new toy of 1985, were created by Mike Bowling. He reasoned that his daughter liked dolls, and
his daughter liked dogs, so why not these? Hence Cooler and his pals were born.
Answer: Pound Puppies
B)

15: The apex of the invasion of the Pound Puppies - the high water mark, if you will- was probably this 1988 animated
fllm featuring the Pound Puppies. Imagine, if you will, that the movie made their cartoon series sound like Shakespeare.
Answer: The Pound Puppies and the Legend orEig Paw
C)

10: Soon after introduction, the line was expanded to include other animals, including Pound Ponies and Pound Bears.
What imaginative name was given to their line of stuffed kittens?
Answer: Pound Pur-r-r-ies
17. 1984 was, ahh, not the "greatest" year for India. Answer the following, ten each.
A)

A leak of methyl isocyanate gas in this Indian city led to more than 4,000 deaths and 200,000 with long term health
problems.
Answer: Bhopal

She was assassinated by two members of her own security staff in October, ending nearly two decades of rule.
B)
Answer: Indira Ghandi (Prompt on Ghandi)
C)

Indira Ghandi was assassinated in retaliation for her crackdown on Sikhs, when she sent the army into this city's Golden
Temple.
Answer: Amritsar

18. Ahh, the ladies of the 1980s. Identify the following, 10 each.

()

A)

Her tryst with PTL leader Jim Bakker led to his resignation from the organization, after which it was learned he had
embezzled millions.
Answer: Jessica Hahn
B)
Her tryst with Gary Hart aboard the yacht Monkey Business ended his dreams of becoming president.
Answer: Donna Rice
She was the star of the Iran-Contra hearings. So she shredded a few documents? Ollie got jail time, she got to model
jeans.
Answer: Fawn Hall
19. Communism came a-tumb1in' down in the 1980s. Answer the following, ten each.
C)

This country was the first Eastern Bloc nation to shake off the shackles of the party, a mere 43 years after their fIrst
attempt to end Russian domination was crushed in the streets.
.
Answer: Hungary
A)

B)

The only revolution which was not bloodless led to 7,000 deaths and the killing of this former dictator live on Romanian
TV.
Answer: Nico1ae Ceausescu (Chow-Chess-Coo)

This was the name given to the revolution in Czechoslovakia, led by student demonstrators and ending with the election
ofVac1av Havel.
Answer: Velvet Revolution
C)

c

20. January 28, 1986 was a black day for the U .S. Space Program. Millions of schoolchildren watched as the Challenger
exploded in a fIreball over the Atlantic Ocean, killing all seven astronauts aboard the ship. Hopefully, you haven't forgotten
their names. Name any 6 of the seven astronauts who lost their lives during the Challenger disaster, 5 points each.
Answers: Francis Scobee, Michael Smith, Ellison Onizuka, Ronald McNair, Judith Resnik, Gregory Jarvis, Christa McAuliffe
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